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INTBRPiillTING TONE IN THE MUSEY LANGUAGE1 
The Musey tribe numbers approximatly 60,000 people. 
They are located in south western Chad, Africa, between 
the cities of Pala, Fianga and Kelo. fhe main center of 
the tribe is Gounou Gaya. The tribe is bordered on the 
East by the Marba (.Azumeina) tribe which lives along the 
Logone River. The southern border is occupied by the 
Zime (Misme) tribe at Kelo, the western border by the 
Kado at F.'ala and the northern border by the Tupuri and 
Kera at Fianga and the Massana of Yagoua, Cameroun. 
l/Iusey is a chadic language and is related to all the 
above named languages which are also chadic, except 
Tupuri and Kera w'hich are Mbum. 
The name, Musey, was given to the tribe by others. 
·:rhey call themselves Bananna, which means "the friends", 
however the name, Musey, is now accepted and used. The 
name, Bananna Hoho, the name of their yodeling language, 
is also used for the tribe. This is a partial language 
based almost exclusively on tone and is used to greet 
friends, attract one's attention, to praise self or 
1. rhis paper was written during the Summer of 1972 at 
the Summer Institute of Linguistics, University of North 
Dakota. I wish to acknowlege the help of the faculty at 
SIL, John Daly, v,ho helped me with certain aspects of 
tone, and especially Richard Pittman who worked with me 
step by step in preparing this paper. Without his help 
it would never have been written. My principle language 
helpers were Jonas Dissou, Marc Hamtangou and Andre Tar-
sou. To these and others too numerous to mention, with 
whom I have lived and worked in Gounou Gaya since 1957, 
I wish to express my deep appreciation. :rheir help is 
gratefully adknowleged, but any errors which may be 
found are my own responsibility. 
78. 
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others, to warn the village of one's arrival or departure, 
to announce the presence of game or danger, etc. Every 
person has a name in this language, if you hear your 
name called, or if one calls for help in Hoho, and you 
don't respond, this is a very serious offence. 
An introductory study of the Musey language by 
Suzanne Platiel was published by S:C:L.AF in about 1968. 
S. Platiel spent a few months in the tribe in 1972, and 
will no doubt revise and enlarge her work. 

































llusey has five vowels. 
i [i 00 1.] 
e [e oo c:J 
u [u oo u] 
o [o oo o] 
a [a] 





1. 'band 'd arc implosive stops. 




SomG consonants and the vowel, a, may bG nasalized, 
80. 
but nasalization is of limited significance (seG articles), 
I.Ius0y has throe level tones and two contours, 
rising and falling. ·rone contrasts: 
f 'atta ' 5 days ago' 
fatta 'the sun' 
koyra 'the trip' 
k6yra 'the raid' 
hala 'to give' 
ha.la 'to look for' 
Tone contrast in verbs is not typical of the language, 
tonG contrast in nouns is typical, but not frequent. 
Contours: 
gl~'ssa 'kidney' nga'yra 'corn stalk' 
Gender and number in nouns 
All I.iusuy nouns have gLmdor. Gendor is markGd by 




'a person' (no def. art. no gendGr) 
'person - the male' 
'person - the female' 
In these examples -na and -ra are the definite articles 
and shou masculine and feminine gender respectively. All 
nasals, m, n, D, and nasalized consonants in the article 
show masculine gender. All other consonants in this 
position show femininG gender. Non nasal consonants are 
nasalized only when they arc used in the article to show 
masculine gender; they are then followed b~ the nasalized 
vowel f· fhis the only time vowels aro nasalized. 
kulumma 'the stallion' kulumba 'the mare' 
gona 'the son' gora 'the daughter' 
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kuluff~1 'the male fish' kuluffa 'the female fish' 
If the root of tho noun ends in a vowel the article will 
be -na or -ra. If the root onds in a consonant, the article 
will be a nasal (masculine) or another consonant (feminine) 






'sun - def. art. feminine' 
'glutton - def. art. feminine' 
'my male friend' 
'my female friend' 
Polysyllabic words usually have the same vowel in 
all syllables of the root: 
tuburuna 'the shoes' 
~\ffixes usually have the same vowel as the root to 






'child - my - the male' 
'the house' 
'house - my the' 
l.Iost nouns have a plural form, but it is not always 
used. Plural formation is irregular •• 
di-na dew 
di-na doogo 
'dog - the one' 
'dog - tho ten' 
1. In the practical orthography this is written /kulufna/ 
to avoid writing nasalized consonants and vowels. 
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INTERPRETING TONE IN THE IvIUSEY VERB SYSTEM 
The phonetic data of Musey verbs exhibits three 
tones, high, mid, and low. 
[dara] I to tell' 
[mbutta] 'to untie' 
[ludna] 'to grind' 
[pa.11aJ I to dig' 
[nam dara] 'He tells. I 
[nam dara] 'He told• I 
[nam pa.la] 'He digs• I 
[na.m pa.la] 'He dug. I 
There are two classes of verbs, high and low. The low 
verbs have an initial consonant from the low set and, 
in the infinitive, either a low tone on all syllables 
or a mid tone on all syllables. Finite forms all have 
the same tones as dara 'to tell.' 
[jebeera] •to consider' [mbutta] 'to untie' 
The high verbs have an initial consonant from the high 
set and, in the infinitive, either high or low tone on 
the ending and mid tones on the root. Finite forms of 
82. 
the high verbs all have the same tones as pa11a 'to dig'. 
[sululla] 'to run over' [ludna] 'to grind' 
The two consonants, n and r, are members of the 
high set, but never occur initially on any wo1·d. 
The two neutral consonants, hand tl, function in 
both sets; there are pairs of verbs with these conso~ 
nants initially, one of which is a high verb and the 
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other is a low verb. This makes a minimal pair for tone, 
and is not characteristic of the language as usually the 




'to forge' (a low verb) 
'to carry' (a high verb) 
Some neighboring languages have the lateral fri-
cative both voiced and voiceless, and some Musey people 
pronounce this phoneme voiced when word initial on 
low tone. 
The verb system thus exhibits three level tones. 
However since there are only four patterns (out of 
eight possible with three tones on two syllable words), 
and since there is never more than one contrast in 
verbs (mid-high or mid-low), it seems more logical to 
interpret mid tone as either high or low in a two tone 
system. In most instances mid tone on infinitives will 
be interpreted as high, but in one case mid is inter-
preted as low. In explaining this interpretation, I 
will discuss: 
1. High verb infinitives 
2. Low verb infinitives 
3. Finite verbs 
4. Verbs with h or tl as initial consonant. 
1. High verb infinitives 
The two patterns in the high verbs are mid-high 
and mid-low. Since the initial consonant of all these 
verbs is from the high set, the initial mid is inter-






/palla/ 'to dig' 
/sululla/ 'to run over' 
/ludna./ 'to grind' 
Tone need not be marked on the root since the initial 
consonant signals its tone. The tone on the ending is 
unpredictable, however those with low tone are only 
about 10 per cent of this class, and I expect that 
native speakers would know them without any indication 
in the orthography. 
2. Low verb infinitives 
The two patterns in the low verbs are low-low and 
mid-mid. Low-low is interpreted as low-low. Since the 
initial consonant of the mid-mid is from the low set, 
this mid is interpreted as low. lhe second mid of this 
verb is interpreted as high, partly from pressure to 








possible tone patterns. 
high high /pa11a/ 
high low /ludna/ 
lOVl high /mbutta/ 









Interpreted this ·way all four patterns are present. 
mbutta is the only example in my data of a verb 
with mid - mid tones. r.1y data are not complete of 
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course, but it must be a rare pattern. I also have 
zaara 'to plant' with mid tones in one dialect and 
with low tones from another dialect. 
3 Finite verbs 
hlusey verbs are divided into four tenses. Two 
are distinguished by tone, and two by auxiliary verbs. 
·rhe primary divis;ion is by tone into past and non- 1 
past tenses. Using the same tone as the simple past, 
85. 
but adding an auxiliary makes completed past. Using 
the same tone as the simple non-past (present) but add-
ing an auxiliary makes the future. In the finite verbs 
the grammar (need to mark tense) overrules the phonol-
ogy, that is, a low consonant may occur with a high 
tone. 
Here again with three phonetic tones available, 
the language uses only high and mid; low tone never 
occurs anywhere in finite verbs. This table shows the 














Since in every case the mid contrasts with high, 
in every case mid is interpreted as low. 
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/nam pa.la/ 'He digs' (simple [nam palaj 
non-past, present) 
[na.m hin pa.la] /nam hin pa.la/ 'He will dig' (future) 
[nam pala] /nam pa.la/ 'He dug' (simple past) 
[nam pal vva] /nam pal wa/ 'He has dug.' (pe1.st 
completed) 
Polysyllabic verbs always have the same tone on all 
syllables of the root. When the tone changes to show 
tense -- all tones change together. ludna and all high 
verbs have the same tones as palla when used with a sub-
ject. Both sub-classes of low verbs have the same tones 
when used with a subject, but notice that their tones 
are the opposite from those of the high verbs. 
4 Verbs with h or tl as initial consonant. 
Since h and tl function as initial consonants 
of verbs in both classes, they present a special prob-
lem of ambiguity. It is not a question of whether or 
how many tones to write -- the ambiguity is always 
present in the finite form of these verbs. 
[ tllra] /tllra/ 
[ tliraj /tlira/ 
\'/hen one hears: 
[na.m tli 




hoe - the' 
(to manufacture) 
( a 1 ow v·e rb ) 
(a high verb) 
There is no way to know if it is the low verb past 
tense, 'He forged a hoe' or the high verb present tense, 
'He carries the hoe'. Of course most of the time the 
context will make it clear. If the speaker is from 
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a border area, he may voice the initial consonant and 
tip off the hearer that it is the low verb 'to forge'. 
Since hin is used only with non past and wa is used 
only v,ith past, the use of either of these would indi-
cate the tense and from that and the tone the hearer 
could work back to the right infinitive. In any event 
the interpretation of tone has not added anything to 
the ambiguity present in these verbs. 
INTERPRETING TONE ON MUSEY NOUNS 
Certain features of the Musey verb system are 
relatively regular. For example there is a 90 percent 
correlation between the initial consonant on verb :in-
finitives and the class to which the verb belongs. 
And, although three phonemic tones are used, there are 
only four combinations and they are readily interpreted 
into a t\.vo tone system. \lhile the nouns exhibit some 
characteristics which indicate that they may have con-
formed to this system at one time, they seem to have 
shifted away from it fart her than the verbs. 
Writting in the "International Journal of Ameri-
can Linguistics", Greenberg makes the following obser-
vation, "There are several examples in Africa of 
languages in which tones have lowered allophones depend-
ing on the preceding consonant. One is Bassa (Robley 
1964), a Kru language of Liberia in which the consonants 
are divided into two mutually exclusive sets. After 
the first set, which may be called the lowering set, 
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a following high tone becomes a low-high glide, a follow-
ing mid tone becomes a low-mid glide, and a following 
low tone is unchanged, After the second set, high and 
mid tones are unaffected, but a following low tone is 
replaced by a mid-low falling tone 11 • 1 
It is interesting to note that Greenberg's list of 
high and low consonants, insofar as they are the same 
as the Musey consonants, conform exactly to the high 
and low list in Musey. Furthermore most of the contour 
tones in Musey are of the type predicted by Greenberg. 
That is, after a high initial consonant the contour is 
falling and after a low initial consonant the contour 
is rising. 
Rising contours Falling contours 
veetna 'rabbit' f 'atta '5 days ago' 
, 
gutna 'calabash' ko' lina 'basket' 
b-o'lla 'the speech' 'b 'a.ya 'our hand' 
!)g-a'lna 'the basin' caamba. 'his wife' 
ndo6sna 'the smoke' 
' , -ze wna 'the rope' 
The low consonants may occur with high tone on nouns. 
billa 'the small knife' ag6ta 'the calabash' 
But the high consonants do not occur with low tones. 
VEl.tl I fi Ve I but not i<·fatl 
1. Greenberg, Joseph H. "International Journal of 
American Linguistics", volume 36, number 2, 1970 
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Two syllable nouns, that is monosyllabic root+ 
ending, occur in five tone patterns, they are: 
,\ 
~i.. low-low . ' .. g11-na 'grass shelter' 
B. mid-low tim-ma 'drum' 
C. mid-mid but-na 'ashes' 
D. high-mid 
, - 'tobacco' pa-ra 
E. mid-high - , 'bee' yum-ma 
Solution one·. M:id before low is interpreted as high, 
mid before high is interpreted as low. Mid-mid is in-
terpreted as high-high, partly to fill in the symmetry. 
A. low-low remains low-low, written LL 
B. mid-low becomes high-low " HL 
c. mid-mid " high-high II HH 
D. high-mid II high-low " HL 
E. mid-high II low-high II LH 
This solution does not take into consideration the in-
itial consonants, and it has one area of ambiguity in 
the two high-low interpretations. 
Solution two: Initial mid is interpreted as high 
or low according to the initial consonant. If it is 
with a high consonant, mid is interpreted as high, if 
mid is with a low consonant, it is interpreted as low. 
Low consonants are symbolized by G and high consonants 
are symbolized by K. 
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A. LL are all GLL and remain LL 
B. ML~ GML (2 words only) interpreted LL -. KML II HL 
Ml. --- GlVIM " LR C. 
\'l --- KMM II HL 
GHM II HL D. HM----·- KHlVI II RH 
MR-- GVIH (3 words only) " LR E. 
' -- KMH " RH 
In D and E there are words with a low consonant and a 
high tone, this seems difficult to interpret by this 
set of rules. The greater difficulty with this solu-
tion is the large area of ambiguity in the two LL sets, 
the three HL sets, the two LR sets and the two RH sets. 
Solution three: In this solution I am assuming 
that all the noun roots were originally disyllabic and 
that in the present form the initial consonant is a 
vestige of a lost syllable and is an indication of its 
tone. Mid will be interpreted in terms of its environ-
ment, that is, a falling pitch will be preserved in the 
three tone reconstruction and if the two syllable word 
has a rising pitch, this too will be preserved in 7-he 
reconstruction. 
A. LL are all GLL interpreted LLL 
B. HL--- GML (2 words) interpreted LHL 
V -- Kl.'IL II HLL 
rm c::::::: GMM II LHH c. 1 ~ KMI.J.r II HHH 
. GHlVI " LHL D. HU-C:::::::: KHM II HHL 
MF~GMH (3 words) " LLH E. 
.1 · Kl\'IH II HLH 
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Of the five original categories, A through E, four 
are divided according to the initial consonant, this 
gives nine possibilities. This results in all eight 
possible combinations showing up in the reconstruction 
with one duplicated. As it presently stands, the solu-
tion would require special accounting and symbolization 
for only two words the GML words of group B. Since 
two of the categories are so small, 2 words and 3 words 
respectively, I expect that further checking and addi-
tion of more data might cause one to disappear and the 
other to grow. If this should happen, it would be a 
confirmation of this solution. Even as it now stands 
it is the most satisfactory of the three solutions offered. 
There remain three and four syllable nouns, that 
is bisyllabic and trisyllabic roots+ ending. These 
nouns sometimes have high, mid, and low tones on the 
same word, and so far I have not been able to discover 
a way to reduce these three tones to two without in-
troducing a large area of ambiguity. It is apparent 
that the noun system is much more difficult to interp-
ret than the verbs, even two syllable nouns are more 
difficult than the verbs, and the longer nouns, so far, 
have resisted all my attempts at reinterpretation. 
Although Musey is a tone language, there are not 
a lot of minimal pairs for tone. There are at least 
as many homonyms as there are minimal pairs, which 
indicates that considerable ambiguity is tolerated. 
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Tone may be going out of the language. Being used in 
verbs to mark tense, it has prevented the verbs from 
evolving in other ways, for example the verbs retain a 
high correlation between initial consonant and verb 
class and tone. But the nouns are quite irregular. 
A list of Musey verbs and nouns follows . 
. i:?.Gbcri; Duncanson . 
B I B L I O G R A P H Y 
Greenberg, Joseph H., "Some Generalizations Concerning 
Glottalic Consonants, Especially Implosives" 
International Journal of American Linguistics 
VoluIIE 36 number 2, 1970 
Palmer, F. R. editor, Pros£dic_AQalY~i~, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1970 
Platiel, S. Etude Sur le_Mus~, Societe pour l'Etude 
des Langues Africaines, Paris, 1968 
Stewart, J. lv.l. "Tongue Root Position in Akan Vowel 
Harmony", Phonetica International Journal of 


































































































































































































































































These "minimal pairs" illustrate that low tone 
accompanies low initial consonant. Tone is not marked; 
in every case the word on the left starts with a low 
consonant and has low-low tones, the word on the right 
starts with a high consonant and has mid-high tones. 
dira 'to say' 
zaara 'to plant' 
dara 'to tell' 
dura 'to pound (of meat)' 
doora 'to prevent' 
dukka 'to close' 
dayra 'to germinate' 
dora 'to light a fire' 
gappa 'to hang' 
gora 'to draw (water)' 
bata 'to cover' 
balla 'to swell' 
bara 'to shut up' 
vora 'to pour' 
vira 'to take' 
vaara 'to pick out' 
jara 'to clear land' 
zira 'to skin' 
ziira 'to carry' 
zoora 'to attach' 




























'to step on' 
'to break' 
'to make a hole 
(to plant)' 
'to shake' 
'to take out' 
'to dig' 












giina 'grass shelter' 
bi~:::lJa 'upper arm' 
ndi~ilill.a 'a tree' 
viina 'monkey' 
della 'neck' 
deena 'shallow well' 










































































































































































































































































































































'crow of rooster 












































































This list is given 











































































gon okka ' enemy' 
















ga.IJgaIJga 'a dance' 
miJ.-l".:.ie~h-mid 
goni .. a 'twins' 
palatna 'white man' 
galaka 'salty' 




fofora 'a grass' 
culrumba 'ant hill' 





cagira 'a fetish' 
huluffa 'a cripple' 
daarara 'a grass' 
mid-mid-mid 
cakira 'a rattle' 





tiniIJga 'long drum' 
kesena 'necklace' 
mid-high-high 












dalakka 'skin of fruit' 
1 ow-mi 4- ,1!id 
jOIJlOIJIJa 
garina 
jorJgora 
mborhira 
'a fish' 
'guinea fowl' 
'ax' 
'sun shower' 
100. 
